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Wawelberg Colony

We surveyed local residents about living in
the “Wolska triangle” area. We asked about
the pros and cons of this part of town and
for some initial ideas to make it better. The
information gathered served as the basis
for a neighborhood action program.

A series of workshops with Wawelberg Colony residents led to the development of
a comprehensive greenery concept for the
subdivision. The concept was submitted
as a local project proposal to Wola District
Council and is a starting point for further
resident initiatives.
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10	green spaces at

it here?”

A program to organize and beautify the public spaces (i.e. placemaking) between the
SPARK buildings and their general vicinity.
In the plans is an idea for rooftop beehives
and open-air work space near the office buildings.
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“how do you like
it here?”

Renewal (Odnowa) is a
series of initiatives aiming
to improve the shared
spaces of the “Wolska
triangle” area. We are
dedicated to user comfort
and accessibility of public
space. The project is run by
the Na Miejscu Foundation
in partnership with Wola
District Council, the
Skanska company and the
Project for Public Spaces.

7	story shed
At KERCELAK roundabout, we concentrated
on local residents’ personal stories about
living in Wola district. The stories people
shared were recorded in the story shed.
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2	accessible space

5	consultations on

The Na Miejscu Foundation partnered with
the Intergracja Foundation to perform AUDITS of the SPARK office buildings’ and
their surroundings’ accessibility to people
with disabilities, seniors and families with
children. The recommendations to remove
physical barriers were integrated into the
designs and published. One of the outcomes
was the decision to eliminate the non-accessible underground walkway at Młynarska street.
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3	outdoor work space

stimulating
common areas

We tested the possibilities for co-working
spaces in open air. The arising work space
between the SPARK buildings will incorporate recommendations submitted by potential users.

the area of the PDT
department store

Interviews with residents about quality of
life in the area. An architectural concept
was developed on the basis of the interview
findings.

6	workshops:

greenery in
the colony

Cykl spotkań konsultacyjnych z mieszkańcami Kolonii Wawelberga poświęconych
wypracowaniu nowego projektu zieleni dla
osiedla.

partner w realizacji audytów
partner w realizacji audytów

A “neighborhood hut” appeared on Młynarska street. The children’s play cabin was
made possible by the efforts of local residents.

9	Buy local
An initiative to support local retail and services. It promoted the idea of doing your
shopping in Wola with a month-long buy-local campaign and a system of discounts.

11	“new venice”

architectural
concept

With input from residents, a modernization
concept was devised for the square outside
of the PDT department store on Młynarska
street. The concept aims to restore “Venice”
square to its former glory, giving the spot
a chance to become of local center for the
residents of Mirów and Młynów.

